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Introduction
UnidosUS, formerly the National Council of La Raza, is the largest national Latino civil rights and
advocacy organization in the United States. For more than 50 years, we have worked to advance
opportunities for Latino families to enhance their significant contributions to the social,
economic and political tapestry of our great nation. In this capacity, UnidosUS and its Affiliate
network of nearly 300 community-based organizations in 36 states, the District of Columbia, and
Puerto Rico, work to provide education, health care, immigration, housing, workforce
development, free tax preparation, and other services to millions of Latinos in the United States
each year.
Throughout our history as an organization, UnidosUS has united communities and diverse groups
seeking common ground through collaboration, and that share a desire to make our country
stronger. Our approach around immigration policy is no different and has guided our advocacy
efforts during every significant immigration conversation our country has had over the past few
decades. UnidosUS has combined original research, policy analysis, and advocacy to support
commonsense policy solutions to achieve an immigration system that is fair, just, and
accountable to the rule of law—indeed, an immigration system that we can all be proud and in
which we can all see ourselves.
This statement for the record focuses on the urgent need for Congress to pass legislation that
protects some of the most vulnerable immigrant populations in the country: individuals with
protections under the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) policy and those who have
long held Temporary Protected Status (TPS). Beginning in September 2017, the Trump
administration has made a series of policies decisions that have upended the lives of more than
one million documented individuals who, by the definition of the policies shielding them from
removal, have in most instanced been in the country for over a decade, are not threats to public
safety or national security, and have willingly subjected themselves to background and other
government checks. And, it is not just them who are impacted by these polices: nearly half a
million U.S. citizen children have a parent that is a DACA or TPS recipient.
It is past time that Congress provide these individuals, their families, and their communities, with
the peace of mind and certainty that comes with a permanent legislative relief.

A Moral Obligation to Protecting Dreamers and TPS Holders
For the first time in U.S. history, policymakers have made concerted efforts to effectively and
sizably increase the number of the undocumented population. In the span of less than eight
months, the Trump administration made a series of policy decisions to end legal protections for
more than one million DACA and TPS holders, the overwhelming majority of whom have resided
in the United States for well over a decade (nearly two decades in the case of the longest
tenured TPS holders). On September 5, 2017, the Trump administration announced the end of
the DACA policy,i and in doing so thrust nearly 800,000 predominantly Latino immigrant youths
and their families into a state of legal limbo. Similarly, in September 2017, the Trump
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administration began to rescind protections for nearly all individuals in the country registered
under TPSii—a humanitarian program authorized under our laws that generally is designed to
protect individuals from countries experiencing natural disaster, civil strife, or other
extraordinary circumstances. It is estimated that more than 325,000 individuals have TPS today.
While a handful of court decisions have temporarily halted the full implementation of these
policy decisions in the case of DACA, the 115th U.S. Congress has failed to pass the legislative
relief needed to bring stability to these affected populations.
What the current Administration may have regarded as casual and trivial policies choices when it
ended DACA and TPS protections, in fact have resulted in serious and significant consequences
that have disproportionately impacted hundreds of thousands of Latinos. It is unacceptable that
these decisions are threatening to wipe away significant investments made by DACA and TPS
holders (and their communities) in their own education, pursuit of higher-skilled employment
opportunities, and in deepening roots in their communities through homeownership, among
others. Work authorization, and the stability that provides, has enabled DACA and TPS recipients
to obtain higher paying jobs, higher rates of home ownership, and greater access to lines of
credit, such as credit cards, personal loans and auto loans.

This is borne out by the data. Consider that DACA recipients have seen their average hourly
wages increase 45%,iii while having TPS has been shown to lead to higher earnings for men and
higher employment for women.iv TPS-holder labor force participation ranges from 81% to 88%,v
while a recent survey of DACA recipients found that 91% of them are employed.vi Moreover, an
estimated that about 94% of all TPS recipients live in 206,000 households and that about 30% of
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those are secured by mortgages,vii while a survey of DACA recipients found that 15% of those
aged 25 and older owned homes (with presumably a large number being secured by
mortgages).viii
The formal revocation of DACA and TPS protections would reverse all that. It would strip those
immigrants—the most vetted in our system—of work authorization and the ability to participate
in the formal economy and puts them at risk of deportation under one of the most hostile
immigration enforcement regimes in recent years. But, it also sends the unacceptable message
that, merit and accomplishments aside, America thinks their lives are disposable even after DACA
and TPS holders, in particular, put significant trust in the government’s promise of the contrary.
That is not who we are as a country.

American Children at Risk
In the Spring of 2018, America witnessed the implementation of what many observers
denounced as an immoral and inhumane de facto family separation policy. The policy resulted in
nearly 3,000 children being forcibly separated from parents on the southern border,ix with
revelations that significant numbers of parents were deported without their child after being
misled by immigration authorities.x The Trump administration’s so-called “zero-tolerance” policy
rightfully caused national outrage and mobilized hundreds of thousands of Americans to protest
across the nation.
Few people realize, however, that the border family separation crisis is only the tip of an
immense iceberg. Millions of U.S.-citizen children are at risk of being separated from their
parents every day because of the policies being marshalled out by the current administration.
Many of them are Latino youth. By some estimates, between 4.1 millionxi and 5.7 million U.S.citizen childrenxii live with an undocumented resident. Moreover, TPS holders from El Salvador,
Honduras and Haiti – comprising about 94% of all TPS holdersxiii – had an estimated 273,000 U.S.citizen children,xiv approximately 26% of DACA recipients were a parent of a U.S. citizenxv
equating to at least 200,000 U.S.-citizen children.xvi Adding together the highest estimates of
U.S.-citizen children living in households with at least one undocumented adult to those living in
households with at least one DACA or TPS recipient parent, the total number of U.S.-citizen
children in households at risk of being separated from an income-earning or caregiving adult
could be as high as six million. xvii
Deported Parents of U.S. Citizen Childrenxviii
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Many of the youth at risk of being separated from family – including those with DACA and TPS
parents – today are the same Latino youth that are critical to the long-term vitality of our nation.
As UnidosUS has consistently argued, Latino youth are the nation’s future workers, voters,
parents, and taxpayers. In 2017, Latino children accounted for one-fourth of U.S. children under
age 18,xix and by 2050, they are projected to make up nearly one-third of the child population. xx
It is wholly unacceptable to them, their families, and our nation that the administration’s policies
are imperiling their educational attainment, health and well-being, economic prospects, and
general safety though policies that threaten separate them from parent or other loved one at a
moment’s notice.
The current administration’s immigration policies, along with the suite of tools it has deployed to
operationalize them, generate numerous challenges to these American children as they too face
the prospect of being separated from a family member. The rescission of DACA and TPS
protections is one of the many policies that, today, are imposing significant and overlapping
hardship on nearly 500,000 U.S. citizen children. Congress must act to protect these American
children as well, and remedies for DACA and TPS holders is an important first step.

Conclusion
Today, the Committee will hear testimony from several individuals who have been impacted by
the Trump administration’s decision to end DACA and TPS. UnidosUS stands in solidarity with
those voices calling for legislative solutions, and lifts up the voices of thousands of similarly
situated individuals that are a part of or are serviced by the UnidosUS network of communitybased organizations throughout the country. We also join the chorus of leaders from all walks
for civil society, as well as the American public at large, who view this as an urgent issue in need
of immediate resolution.
When it comes to the immigration policies of the past two years, our nation is at a critical
moment of self-reckoning. Americans of conscious watched in abhorrence last spring as reports
started to emerge about our government’s de facto family separation policies which resulted in
nearly 3,000 children being forcibly separated from parents. They watched appalled when one
policy decision after another was announced placing more than one million documented
Dreamers and TPS holders at risk of deportation. And, they are beginning to understand that a
suite of enforcement and other administrative policies are placing millions of U.S.-citizen
children at risk of separation from a parent or loved one.
The nation is long overdue for immigration reforms that adhere to critical American principles
like justice, basic fairness, and family unity. Congressional action to provide certainty and relief
for DREAMers and TPS holders is a critical first step. Please feel free to contact Carlos Guevara
(cguevara@unidosus.org) for any questions raised by this statement.
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